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In this work a simpli"ed device for the measurement of the noise emitted
laterally by an UIC 60 rail is presented. It consists of three convergent parallel
ducts with an anechoic termination to collect the sound energy in a straight,
cross-square section pipe where measuring microphones are located. The acoustic
design of the device is described with reference to the shape de"nition, based on
FEM analysis, and to the optimization of the multilayered anechoic termination
with experimental and numerical techniques. Laboratory tests performed to
calibrate and to validate the device are shown and its acoustical performance is
analyzed and discussed. The overall dimension and the very limited weight of the
device ensures the portability and hence its practical use; the limited cost and the
use with standard instrumentation make possible its use for the detection of an
excessive wear of wheel tread. The results of the "rst application of the device are
shown, and a comparison is made between the noise emitted by the rail head, the
rail web and the rail foot at the passage of damaged and non-damaged wheels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The di!erent contribution of rail and wheel to global railway noise is fundamental
in all railway noise generation and propagation analyses. Several authors dealt
with the question and comprehensive reference lists can be found in the proceedings
of past IWRN workshops. The main engineering problem is the intrinsic di$culty
in measuring the two sources separately: the contact zone is very limited in space,
and the speed of the train is anyway too high to result in anything other than a very
limited duration of local emission. The problem has been approached by examining
acoustical measurement techniques which are capable of &&following'' the moving
train; the development of methods using an array of microphones is also important.
All of these methods are based on advanced techniques using several microphones
that perform a sweep which is capable of eliminating the frequency shift (Doppler
e!ect) due to the train speed. The results are signi"cant from an engineering point of
view, because they allow the location of sources on a line or on a plane. However,
these systems are inevitably quite complicated both in terms of instrumentation
and software post-processing.
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The authors developed in the past few years a device to measure noise under
the axlebox of any rolling stock [1}3]. This device is insensitive to air #ow
and allowed fast and reliable measurements up to 300 km/h. Obviously,
the axlebox area contains much machinery (primary suspension springs, axlebox
body and guiding links, dampers) and this necessitates locating the device just
under the axlebox, where the measured noise is a combination of rail and wheel
noise.
In this paper a new device to measure the noise emitted only by the rail is
proposed. It is made of three parallel converging ducts which allows the noise
emitted by the head, the web and the foot of an UIC 60 rail to be measured
separately. Several constraints, both acoustical and mechanical, that had to be
faced to obtain a reliable device are brie#y described; some results of the "rst
application of the device are then presented and discussed.

2. ACOUSTICAL DESIGN OF A NOISE COLLECTOR

The collection of noise emitted by a vibrating surface contrasts with the
requirement to know the exact magnitude and phase relationship of the sound
emitted by the several portions of the surface. Any collector will, in fact, combine
these components such that the measured sound pressure level will only be
meaningful from the energy point of view. In spite of this, such a device proves
nonetheless to be extremely useful in such situations where the application of more
conventional techniques is not possible. Both the array of microphones and the
sound intensity techniques can be usefully complemented by the noise collector,
primarily for cost reasons in the former case, and in both cases for the application in
highly reactive "elds where the isolation of the real component of sound intensity
proves to be di$cult.
The noise collector partially overcomes another typical problem in the
measurement of non-stationary noises, namely the duration of the noise emission.
For purely random noise sources, and with good approximation also for wide band
noise sources, the relationship that links the bandwidth B of the analogue or digital
"lter and the integration time ¹ is such that B¹'1 must hold. When transient
phenomena are very fast, sweeping techniques are obviously the best, but the
arti"cial increase of the measurement duration by collecting the noise from a larger
portion of the surface of the emitter can also help.

2.1.

DEFINITION OF THE SHAPE

The propagation of a plane wave along a cylindrical duct with a continuously
variable cross-section (horn) is governed by the mass and energy conservation
equations and by the choice of the thermodynamic transformation that the #uid
undergoes (typically an isentropic one). The di!erential equation that results can be
solved only for some particularly simple duct shapes like a conical or exponential
horn [4]. For the latter, the cross-section S is a function of the abscissa z of the horn
and of the inlet cross-section S by the law S"S eKX and the impedance seen from
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the inlet section is given by
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where k"u/c is the wavenumber, c is the sound speed in the air, and f "mc/4n
A
de"nes the so-called cut-o+ frequency, below which no sound power is transmitted
along the horn. In this case the impedance is purely reactive and a loudspeaker in
the inlet section would not be able to radiate sound power at the outlet section.
The authors did not "nd in the literature general analytical solutions for
collecting (and not radiating) horns where the incoming wave is not plane but
generic. Moreover, the use of non-circular cross-section horns is even more
unusual, as the cylindrical symmetry allows the sound power emitted (that is the
normal situation for loudspeakers!) to be maximized above the cut-o! frequency
and reduces the analytical problem to a mono-dimensional one. The noise collector
developed in this research has a rectangular cross-section with constant height: to
evaluate to a "rst degree of approximation whether the chosen dimensions
(30;5 cm at the inlet, 5;5 cm at the outlet, length of the horn"35 cm) can be
a good basis for the development, the impedance seen by a plane wave entering the
duct with an equivalent circular cross-sections was calculated, showing a dramatic
increase below 100 Hz. The 5;5 cm outlet section is such that plane waves can
develop, at an appropriate distance from the converging duct, up to 3400 Hz
without the rise of lateral acoustical eigenmodes. Clearly, this approximation is too
rough to be retained without further investigation, and extensive simulations have
been made by using a FEM code with acoustic capabilities [5]. Three shapes of the
rectangular duct were tested, namely linear, cubic and exponential. The shapes and
a sketch of the linear horn are shown in Figure 1 where, at the end of the straight
duct, the anechoic termination described below must be added (it has been taken
into account in the FEM simulation by adopting an absorption coe$cient of
a"0)9).

Figure 1. Lateral shapes used in numerical simulations (left) and overall dimensions for
linear-shaped duct (right).
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Figure 2. 2-D FEM model with boundary conditions for linear shape duct (left); SPL calculated in
the averaging area normalised w.r.t. the average inlet SPL for the three duct shapes (right). 䊏,
monopolar sources; , area where average SPL is evaluated. Lateral shape of the converging duct: *,
linear; **, exponential; ***, cubic.

The simulation has been performed in 2-D and in 3-D with the boundary
conditions shown in Figure 2. Noise sources are monopoles with random
amplitude in the range 113$2 dB (ref. 20 lPa) and random phase, placed at
30 mm from the inlet section. Acoustic "nite elements sizes are such that there are
at least 20 elements per wavelength at the higher frequencies, a condition that
proved to be fundamental to obtain su$ciently stable results [6].
The fast 2-D simulations showed that the  octave bands in the range

125 Hz}4 kHz are almost insensitive to the shape, and that there is no reason to
complicate the practical construction of the horn. This can be easily justi"ed
recalling that the inlet wavefront is not plane, the cross-section is not cylindrical
and that the duct is converging and not diverging. The behaviour shown in
Figure 2 is very #at up to 3)4 kHz where lateral resonances take up importance.
Three-dimensional simulations are more complex and did not lead to di!erent
results, such that the bi-dimensionality hypothesis can be retained with a very good
degree of approximation. An example of the comparison of 2-D and 3-D results is
shown in Figure 3.

2.2.

OPTIMIZATION OF THE ANECHOIC TERMINATION

The necessity of an anechoic termination can be easily understood considering
that only this condition, together with the plane wave condition already referred to,
allows the measurement of the noise in the straight pipe by means of a single
microphone #ush-mounted. The only way to absorb a plane wave broadband noise
e$ciently is to stack a number of layers of sound absorbing porous materials [7].
The determination of the length and of the acoustic properties of the layers is not
trivial, apart from the physical and intuitive consideration that #ow resistance
should increase and layer length should decrease in the direction of the travelling
wave. The optimization process obviously required some constraints: the overall
length of the termination (which must be portable), the maximum number of layers
(limited to 3 or 4 materials), the minimum thickness of each layer (very low
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Figure 3. 2-D and 3-D iso-SPL surfaces at f"500 Hz (top), f"2920 Hz (mid) and f"5000 Hz
(bottom). Plane wave develops in the cross-squared section up to 3)4 kHz, above which the wave in no
more plane.

thicknesses are fragile), the frequencies or the frequency range where the absorption
coe$cient a must be optimized (it is quite easy to obtain a"1 at a particular
frequency but this reduces a at the other frequencies), the model of the porous
materials to be used (several models with di!erent complication and degrees of
accuracy can be used) and, last but not least, the real availability of commercially
available materials (which often need to be characterized experimentally to obtain
the #ow resistance R( f ), typically in the range 1000}80 000 rayls/m).
The overall length has been "xed at 300 mm with a maximum of three layers,
each with a minimum thickness of 20 mm. The frequencies chosen for the
optimization are the multiples of 100 Hz up to 800 Hz, above which a is almost
unity for any possible strati"cation. The classical and relatively simple Delany and
Bazley model for porous materials proved to be su$ciently correct in the #ow
resistance and density ranges of the materials used. As an analytical solution readily
proved to be impossible as the inversion of a matrix (that is a product of several
matrices) that contains hyperbolic functions is impossible, numerical simulations
have been made by the use of the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox.
The optimization procedure consists of several steps:
1. an initial simulation has been made to estimate the best properties of the
materials, by leaving the lengths of the layers l and the #ow resistances R as
G
G
converging parameters,
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2. a selection of commercial materials test have been tested to cover the possible
range of #ow resistances R required, after which the materials with R closer to
those given by step 1 have been chosen;
3. a second simulation has been made to determine the "nal con"guration, "xing
the #ow resistances R and leaving as converging parameters only the lengths of
G
the layers l ;
G
4. the "nal experimental veri"cation of the properties of the termination.
The acoustical impedance Z is de"ned as the ratio of the sound pressure and
the velocity of the particle with Z"p(x, t)/u(x, t). For air Z "oc"400 rayls,
?GP
where o is the air density and c is the sound speed in the air. The properties that
de"ne the behaviour of a sound absorbing material with respect to an incident
plane wave are the normal incidence propagation constant c and the normal

impedance Z that are given, in the Delany and Bazley model [8], by

Z "oc[1#0)0571(o f /R)\0)754]!joc[0)0870(o f/R)\0)732],


(2)

c "k[0)189(o f/R)\0)595]#jk[1#0)978(o f/R)\0)700],


(2)

where the #ow resistance R is de"ned as the pressure drop resulting in a 1 m/s
air#ow given by a 1 m thick specimen. The acoustical variables upstream and
downstream of the arbitrary element i along a pipe can be related with the transfer
matrix (or four pole parameters) method that, for a multilayer termination, gives
the global transfer matrix between upstream element 1 and downstream element
N (Figure 4) by partial matrices multiplication:
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For distributed porous elements the transfer matrix is given by
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Figure 4. Layers and sections numbering for a multilayer anechoic termination.
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For a rigid end u
"0, and then the inlet impedance is given by
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It should be noted that the re#ection coe$cient r and the absorption coe$cient a


for the inlet section are given by
Z !oc
r " 
;
 Z #oc


a "1!"r "



(6)

No details are given here about the experimental set-up and procedures
necessary to test the various materials and the assembled termination, as they are
made with a measurement chain that closely follows the norm ASTM 1050-86 [9]
(Kundt pipe).
As a preliminary step it has been con"rmed that the assumed model with the
measured properties of some materials can correctly simulate the behaviour of
a multilayered termination.
The goal function has been de"ned as f (s , R )"max(Ra( f )), where f is the
G G
vector of frequency previously mentioned. The materials have then been chosen
and a further optimization has been made with the modi"ed goal function
f (s )"max(Ra( f )), as the #ow resistances R were "xed. Numerical results are
G
G
extremely good: a'0)8 at 125 Hz, while a'0)95 for f'210 Hz. Experimental
results completely con"rm the simulation, and the results are compared in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Absorption coe$cient for three layers with s "260 mm, R "1400 rayls/m, s "



76 mm, R "3200 rayls/m, s "63 mm, R "6000 rayls/m. Optimization at the frequency



f"200 Hz (left). Measured (- - - -) and simulated (*) a for the optimal solution with three layers
with s "140 mm, R "1500 rayls/m, s "100 mm, R "3500 rayls/m, s "60 mm, R "






20 000 rayls/m. Optimization at the frequencies f"100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800 Hz
(right).
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Figure 6. Prototype of the noise collector with materials used for anechoic termination (left).
Comparison of inlet and measured inside the collector sound pressure levels. The SPL outside the
collector has been increased by 9 dB to easy the comparison (right).

2.3.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE NOISE COLLECTOR

The prototype of the noise collector has been made of plywood covered with
a hard layer to give a high re#ection coe$cient to internal walls (Figure 6). The
validation of the device has been made through the measurement of the transfer
function between two microphones, one inside the straight pipe and the other
external to the collector in a position unin#uenced by the collector itself. The
measurements have been taken in an acoustical free "eld with white noise up to
3)2 kHz generated by a laboratory reference sound source with broadband
emission at a distance of 6 m from the device. The magnitude of the transfer
function is particularly low ((5 dB) con"rming the FEM predictions. It must be
noted that in a free "eld the SPL decreases by 6 dB by doubling the distance from
the source or, equivalently, the sound pressure decreases by a factor 2 doubling
the area. In the noise collector the ratio between the inlet and outlet area is equal to
6, and so a 9 dB increase in the SPL is expected. The comparison of the  octave

band SPL measured by the microphones con"rms this prediction (Figure 6); the
lower frequency of practical use is 125 Hz, as below this frequency the termination
absorption becomes insu$cient and the limited measurement span (300 mm) is
such that the very short acquisition time ¹ leads to very high statistical errors for
limited bandwidths.

3. THE TRIPLE HORN FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF LATERAL
UIC 60 RAIL EMISSION

The design of the device to be applied to the UIC 60 rail required some detailed
design features. First of all the triple horn is subjected to a very high external noise
coming from the passing wheel, and hence it must be made of sound insulating
material. Moreover, it has to be attached to a structure that moves by several mm
and that vibrates with very high levels, and the surfaces of the triple horn can
themselves generate noise. Finally, cross-talk phenomena must be avoided as much
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Figure 7. Sketch of the triple horn (top left), view in the lab (bottom left) and application along the
railway line (right).

as possible, such that the noise measured by a microphone is not in#uenced by the
noise present in the other ducts.
The cross-section of the "nal solution is shown in Figure 7. UIC 60 rail is
172 mm high; the three ducts are made with &&silent steel'', i.e., a sheet composed by
two steel sheets with a viscoelastic material glued between them (constrained layer
technique). This is su$cient to prevent high noise levels being generated by the
vibrating surfaces of the triple horn, but to reach a su$ciently high level of sound
insulation from external noise and to minimize cross-talk, two 3 mm silent steel
sheets were used, reaching a total height of 174 mm. The inlet sections have been
extended to match the UIC 60 rail pro"le as can be seen in Figure 7, where general
views in the lab and during the measurement programme are also shown. The
airgap between the inlet section and the rail has been sealed with putty, a classical
solution in experimental acoustics that proved to be suitable here given the high
quasi-static deformations of the rail. In the practice the solution demonstrated its
validity, as putty remodelling was not necessary even after the passage of numerous
trains.

4. MEASUREMENTS DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

Tests on the noise emitted by the head, the web and the foot of an UIC 60 rail
were performed in February 1998 during a noise and vibration measurement
exercise on a test site on the railway line outside the Firenze Santa Maria Novella
station towards Rome. Several types of passenger trains run on this line at speeds in
the range 10}25 m/s. There were no macroscopic defects on the rail, but many train
wheels were locally (wheel#at) or globally (polygonization) damaged.
The measurement chain included three measurement microphones #ushmounted on the straight pipes with their preampli"er and a digital computer
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Figure 8. Corrected average SPL in the inlet section of the triple horn at the passing of all the
analyzed wheels on the triple horn mounting section: #head, * web, ; foot.

equipped with an acquisition card with anti-aliasing "lters and a 16-bit ADC.
Figure 8 shows the di!erent SPL measured in the three ducts of the triple horn for
several trains in this speed range. Each train is represented by a group of symbols at
its passing speed. The SPL evaluation has been made by extracting from digital
recording an equivalent length of 1)2 m (twice the distance between two sleepers)
centred at the passing of each wheel and taking into account the di!erent time
duration for the di!erent speeds. From this "gure it can be seen that the noise
increases with speed and that the di!erent parts of the rail contribute in di!erent
manner to the global noise. In particular, as will be seen in the following, the web
emits the least noise, while the contribution of the head is higher and the
contribution of the foot still higher. The dispersion of the noise for some trains
seems particularly high. Some drawbacks of the device are the intrinsic assumption
of the stationarity of the sound "eld for a "xed distance (1)2 m) and the practical
measurement only in the span between two sleepers. While the "rst assumption is
necessary to make frequency content estimations stable, the second limitation does
not appear to be signi"cant. It is in fact practically impossible to distinguish, with
energy-collector devices like this, the emission of slightly di!erent portion of the
rail; in the literature no study exists on the emission of the rail in the midspan or
over the sleepers, but the feeling is that only a small change is likely to exist. The
emission of the rail is considered symmetric with respect to the vertical plane of
symmetry; no particular studies have been conducted on this subject, mainly
because it is impossible to use the triple horn inside a track.
Interesting experimental evidence can be extracted from the analysis of for
instance, the noise measured by the upper horn, namely the one positioned on the
head of the rail. Figure 9(a) shows the noise measured, corrected with the noise
collector constant, for three di!erent trains at the same speed. The #uctuation
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Figure 9. (a) SPL measured on the railhead for three trains running at around 18 m/s: thick line
ETR 460, thin line 8MD (regional coaches)#D#E652 (loco not shown), dashed line E646#7PR
(low #oor) (loco not shown). (b) SPL measured for the train 8MD#B#E652 (loco not shown),
18 m/s (ca.): thick line: railhead, thin line: railfoot, dashed line: railweb.

around the average value is extremely limited for new rolling stock with
disc-braked wheels with tread in very good condition, while for some trains in not
such good condition the data scattering is signi"cantly higher.
Further interesting information is obtained by comparing the results for noise
levels emitted by the di!erent portions of the rail at during the passage of a single
train. Data for the typical regional train shown in Figure 9(a) are shown in
Figure 9b, where it can be seen that the noise emitted by the head is always higher
than the noise emitted by the web and lower than the noise emitted by the foot.
Defective wheels are clearly recognizable and, especially for these, the contribution
of the web can be high (wheel C26), small (wheel C19) or medium (wheel C7). This
behaviour is con"rmed for all trains with defective wheels.
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Figure 10. (a) Average  octave band SPL for ETR460 (light) and 8MD#B#E652 (dark) trains.

From top: head, web, foot. (b)  octave band SPL for 8MD#B#E652 train. Wheel C 6 (not

defective*light), wheel C 7 (defective*dark). From top: head, web, foot.

Constant percentage bandwidth frequency analysis for all the wheels of two
trains running at the same speed are shown in Figure 10(a). The noise emitted by
these trains is similar at higher frequencies, but the noise emitted by ETR460 is
lower below 400 Hz, presumably because its wheels have a lower roughness.
The analysis of the noise emission during the passage of locally defective wheels
(wheel#ats) shows (Figure 10(b)) that not all the portions of the rail are equally
sensitive to impacts given by this kind of defects. Moreover, some frequency bands
are practically una!ected (see for example the 630}1600 Hz range) while others
show increases up to 20 dB. Between these frequency bands particularly sensitive
results are in the  octave band centred at 250 Hz, where all the portions of the rail

SPL increase by around 15 dB.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The generic noise collector device brie#y described in the "rst part of this work
has been customized for the measurement of the noise emitted laterally by an UIC
60 rail. The initial results are extremely promising as they allow the direct and
economic con"rmation of present and future theories on the correct contribution of
the rail noise to the global railway noise.
The simultaneous measurement of the ground noise with standard
methodologies, the noise under the axlebox and the noise on the rail with the
devices developed by the authors could be useful to identify correctly the various
sources for many di!erent vehicles at a limited cost.
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